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things, the trivial, friendly happenings of home,
which give life its value—for our love of them is
founded upon the simple verities, which are not of
yesterday nor of to-day nor of to-morrow, but
for always. This, for example, is a doctor, one of
one hundred and six unknown listeners whose letters
have reached me in the last forty-eight hours.
. , . It is the hour when night is dosing in, when
nerves are fretted and/rayed, and there comes a voice.
It is as if a friend stole sikntly and unobtrusively in and
took a chair near the fre and began to talk, , . . There
is a common bond immediately established and then
there follows an easy, simple meanderijig among the
everyday experiences of life^ throwing into relief those
simple and eternal verities of feeling and experience in all
their simple beauty and lovabkness and truth. "Stilt
stands our ancient heritage" We sit and the clouds pass
as one lovely thing and another is brought back into
consciousness by the reminiscences and anticipations and
asides of a friend. We are brought back to our base^
where there is security and plenty. It is this common
touchy this diffusion of a sentiment made communal by its
common denominator, this injection into harassed minds
of the simplicity of beauty and loveliness which con~
stitutes the power and healing quality of such talks. . , ,
And this is another of this last hundred:
, * * A few weeks ago Iwas walking with my husband
in one of our country lanes^ and it was one of those still
days, and every now and again a leaf would fall almost
without a sound. / remember saying that I liked a wind
when the leaves were Jailing9 they seemed to enjoy the
Jinish so much better, / have always loved nature, it
has made me feel richer some way as though I had a share

